Cornell Staff Members Honored for Academic Achievement

Two Cornell seniors also honored

Bill Alberta Receives 2005 Award for Excellence

A

though the clouds threatened, the weather did not dampen the mood inside A. D. White House on May 20. Thirty-three Cornell staff members, along with their families and colleagues, gathered to celebrate the completion of individual degree programs at the ninth annual Staff Graduation Reception. The reception is held each year to honor staff members who complete a degree during the year.

Prior to the program, during which each graduate was recognized individually, guests mingled with one another while flute music played gently in the background. The graduates and their guests were joined by President Lehman, Kathy Okun, Tommy Bruce, Susan Murphy and a number of other senior members who complete a degree during the year.

The graduates and their guests were recognized by the Tompkins Trust Company, president and CEO of the Tompkins Trust Company.

The company presented the award to Alberta. It is the ninth award presented to this year's recipients.

“Bill Alberta is a wonderful colleague, and it is fitting that he receive this award,” said Kathy Okun at the reception.
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that assistance is available to all children whose names are submitted for assistance. Volunteers and donations come from many departments and offices throughout Cornell, and the Elves Program has even grown to include contingents of off-campus volunteers at Ithaca High School and Tompkins Cortland Community College.

“The Elves Program is remarkable in that 100 percent of contributions go to help needy children. There is no overhead,” said Bridget Beachler, assistant director of the Elves Program.

That “one small act of kindness” has expanded over the intervening years. “The program started as a way to give back to the community,” said Alberta. “But it is really a tribute to the many Elf volunteers and the efforts of our many Elf volunteers and contributors.”

The award is very gratifying,” explained Alberta. “It is really an expression of the good heart and caring spirits of our many Elf volunteers and contributors.”
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A Friendly Farewell

Welcome to the last article of “Net Notions” as you’ve known it over the last two years. Oh has it been longer? I don’t really remember. What I can tell you is that it has been interesting to track each week with you and try to figure out what the Cornell Community might have in common. The original question was how to make use of the Internet to reach Cornellians. My personal agenda included constantly adding a “Cornell spin” to the information—how I thought about it. Now, as the new chapter in my life’s pursuit in the hospitality industry, I am trying to move towards entrepreneurship. As you explore the Internet, I hope the following ideas will serve you well. They make up my personal Top Ten. Hey, it’s my last article. I’m taking the next chapter in my life: pursuits in the hospitality industry with an eye toward the information. I hope I have accomplished both items, as I look ahead to the future, your feedback and your company are important to me.
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President Jeffrey S. Lehman, Dean of the Faculty Charles Walcott, Vice President for Human Resources Mary George Opperman, and TCS President Carl Haynes joined graduates and their guests at A.D. White House

Saluting Employee '05
Ninth annual reception for 2005 staff graduates celebrated CU staff who earned academic degrees

O
n the 20th Cornell staff graduation ceremony this year, Susan Mullen graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in Horticulture, while 8 others pursued degrees in a variety of fields. Lynn’s mantra is that “it is never too late to pursue your passion.”

Lynn is proud of the accomplishments of her students and is committed to their success. She will celebrate with her new degree this spring. The job skills she found during her undergraduate degree course work are invaluable. Ariana plans a quiet retirement in the country, away from the hustle and bustle of the city. She will continue to take classes at an institution other than Cornell.

Paul thanks his wife and family for their support and encouragement throughout his educational journey. Ariana plans a quiet retirement in the country, away from the hustle and bustle of the city. She will continue to take classes at an institution other than Cornell.

You can do it, too!

How’s this for getting started—
If you are interested in enrolling in the Employee Degree Program (EDP), stop by Benefit Services (310 Uris) to pick up an application or contact your Human Resources officer. Benefits specialists Peggy Reynolds at 255-1142 or 95-4987 can help you get your classes started or answer any questions you may have about the program. For more information, visit www.ohio-cornell.com/EDP.

By J. Elissa Rounds

Ariana planned to pursue a Master of Economics degree because it combines her undergraduate work in Computer Science and Information Science with her current position as a Business Analyst for the Division of Financial Affairs. Careful planning and organization in the form of a degree that she started also helped her future students.

out for him is Dr. Jerry Ziegler, the professor of Plant Pathology. Without his Mary Lou’s support and patience, Ariana had the book that he found to be invaluable. Ariana plans a quiet retirement in the country, away from the hustle and bustle of the city. She will continue to take classes at an institution other than Cornell.
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Healthy Care Coverage for Your Graduating Dependent

If you have a dependent child who is graduating from college, is over age 25, or no longer a full-time student, contact Benefit Services for advice on how to continue health care coverage for that dependent graduate within the time limits that apply to endowed and contract college health insurance. For more information, see the OHR Web site at www.ohr.cornell.edu/healthcare/.

The Annual Veterans’ Survey is Now Available On-line

The veterans’ survey, conducted by the Veterans’ Resource Center at Cornell, is an annual survey of veteran students at Cornell. The survey provides valuable information to the University’s Office of Human Resources and the OHR’s Military Affairs and Recruitment team about the needs and experiences of veteran students at Cornell. For more information about the survey, please visit the OHR Web site at www.ohr.cornell.edu/healthcare/.

Call All shutterbugs—PawPrint Photo Contest Seeks Entries

PawPrint is seeking to award prizes in five categories: Best of Show, Humorous, Landscape/Nature, and special categories. At least nine prizes will be awarded, including Best of Show. Winning entries will be featured in an on-campus exhibition.

Eligibility

Most Cornell students, faculty, alumni, or visitors are eligible. Family members of Cornell’s professional photographers, their staff, university student photographers, judges, and the PawPrint editorial board are not eligible to participate.

Judging

This contest is conducted by a panel of judges, who will look for composition, creativity, and narrow focus on technical detail.

Prizes

At press time, prizes included a gift certificate for plants from The Gardeners’ Club, a gift certificate for local food, and soccer tournament tickets.

How to Enter

Top three prize winners will receive a $100 gift certificate for plants, and two entries will be selected as Honorable Mention winners. The winners will be announced in August. Good luck!

See it all from the safety of your own home:

The 2005–2006 season of the International Olympic Committee’s (IOC) Olympic Channel will feature a variety of programs, including: Olympic Games, Winter Olympic Games, Paralympic Games, World Cup, World Cup Final, World Cup Division A, World Cup Division B, World Cup Division C, World Cup Division D, World Cup Division E, World Cup Division F, World Cup Division G, World Cup Division H, World Cup Division I, World Cup Division J, World Cup Division K, World Cup Division L, World Cup Division M, World Cup Division N, World Cup Division O, World Cup Division P, World Cup Division Q, World Cup Division R, World Cup Division S, World Cup Division T, World Cup Division U, World Cup Division V, World Cup Division W, World Cup Division X, World Cup Division Y, World Cup Division Z, World Cup Division AA, World Cup Division AB, World Cup Division AC, World Cup Division AD, World Cup Division AE, World Cup Division AF, World Cup Division AG, World Cup Division AH, World Cup Division AI, World Cup Division AJ, World Cup Division AK, World Cup Division AL, World Cup Division AM, World Cup Division AN, World Cup Division AO, World Cup Division AP, World Cup Division AQ, World Cup Division AR, World Cup Division AS, World Cup Division AT, World Cup Division AU, World Cup Division AV, World Cup Division AW, World Cup Division AX, World Cup Division AY, World Cup Division AZ, World Cup Division BA, World Cup Division BB, World Cup Division BC, World Cup Division BD, World Cup Division BE, World Cup Division BF, World Cup Division BG, World Cup Division BH, World Cup Division BI, World Cup Division BJ, World Cup Division BK, World Cup Division BL, World Cup Division BM, World Cup Division BN, World Cup Division BO, World Cup Division BP, World Cup Division BQ, World Cup Division BR, World Cup Division BS, World Cup Division BT, World Cup Division BU, World Cup Division BV, World Cup Division BW, World Cup Division BX, World Cup Division BY, World Cup Division BZ, World Cup Division CA, World Cup Division CB, World Cup Division CC, World Cup Division CD, World Cup Division CE, World Cup Division CF, World Cup Division CG, World Cup Division CH, World Cup Division CI, World Cup Division CJ, World Cup Division CK, World Cup Division CL, World Cup Division CM, World Cup Division CN, World Cup Division CO, World Cup Division CP, World Cup Division CQ, World Cup Division CR, World Cup Division CS, World Cup Division CT, World Cup Division CU, World Cup Division CV, World Cup Division CW, World Cup Division CX, World Cup Division CY, World Cup Division CZ, World Cup Division DA, World Cup Division DB, World Cup Division DC, World Cup Division DD, World Cup Division DE, World Cup Division DF, World Cup Division DG, World Cup Division DH, World Cup Division DI, World Cup Division DJ, World Cup Division DK, World Cup Division DL, World Cup Division DM, World Cup Division DN, World Cup Division DO, World Cup Division DP, World Cup Division DQ, World Cup Division DR, World Cup Division DS, World Cup Division DT, World Cup Division DU, World Cup Division DV, World Cup Division DW, World Cup Division DX, World Cup Division DY, World Cup Division DZ, World Cup Division EA, World Cup Division EB, World Cup Division EC, World Cup Division ED, World Cup Division EE, World Cup Division EF, World Cup Division EG, World Cup Division EH, World Cup Division EI, World Cup Division EJ, World Cup Division EK, World Cup Division EL, World Cup Division EM, World Cup Division EN, World Cup Division EO, World Cup Division EP, World Cup Division EQ, World Cup Division ER, World Cup Division ES, World Cup Division ET, World Cup Division EU, World Cup Division EV, World Cup Division EW, World Cup Division EX, World Cup Division EY, World Cup Division EZ, World Cup Division FA, World Cup Division FB, World Cup Division FC, World Cup Division FD, World Cup Division FE, World Cup Division FF, World Cup Division FG, World Cup Division FH, World Cup Division FI, World Cup Division FJ, World Cup Division FK, World Cup Division FL, World Cup Division FM, World Cup Division FN, World Cup Division FO, World Cup Division FP, World Cup Division FQ, World Cup Division FR, World Cup Division FS, World Cup Division FT, World Cup Division FU, World Cup Division FV, World Cup Division FW, World Cup Division FX, World Cup Division FY, World Cup Division FZ, World Cup Division GA, World Cup Division GB, World Cup Division GC, World Cup Division GD, World Cup Division GE, World Cup Division GF, World Cup Division GG, World Cup Division GH, World Cup Division GI, World Cup Division GJ, World Cup Division GK, World Cup Division GL, World Cup Division GM, World Cup Division GN, World Cup Division GO, World Cup Division GP, World Cup Division GQ, World Cup Division GR, World Cup Division GS, World Cup Division GT, World Cup Division GU, World Cup Division GV, World Cup Division GW, World Cup Division GX, World Cup Division GY, World Cup Division GZ.

Contact Us

If you have questions about the Olympic Channel, please contact the IOC’s Media Relations Office at media@ioc.org or visit the IOC’s Olympic Channel Web site at www.olympic.org.
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Classified ads
compiled by Allegra Kantor

For Sale

Improv Powerhouse Universal gym
• 120 lbs weights, 120 lbs plates, $290
• 3 benches, $120
• Smith machine, $350
• Upright bicycle, $225

1988 Chevy Cavalier 4 dr, 4-cyl.
• Low miles, great cond., $500

1984 Honda Rebel CV2, 250 cc
• Great condition, $1,300

1993 Plymouth Grand Voyager
• 120,000 miles, great condition, $4,000

1996 Jeep Grand Cherokee
• 30,000 miles, 4x4, $4,000

Phone: 347-6206 (eve.), fax: 444-6720

Guidelines for Classified Ads

For sale members of the Cornell community, ads are printed in space permits. Agents are prohibited from placing more than one ad per week. They should include:
• item name, campus phone number and the category your ad fits into.
• Limit text to 20 words or less.
• Submit only one advertisement.
• Selling your goods or commercial services on an unregistered or unprocessed employment outside Cornell cannot be accepted.
• To get your ad out more often, you must restate it. Another is not responsible for errors of unprocessed ads, or for printing or errors or rejections or any expectation.

Email ads to: ppclassified@cornell.edu
or send your mail to:
Front Page Classifieds
Cornell, 473 Gates Hall

Classified Deadlines:
• June 9 & June 14 issue
• July 7 & July 14 issue

UPCOMING EVENTS

26 THURSDAY
• Synergy for Student Success: "Building Resilience in Our Students: A Whole Campus Approach to Supporting Mental Health Needs of Students, Faculty, and Staff" (11 a.m.-1 p.m., 130 Day Hall)

27 FRIDAY
• Retirement Consultation: MetLife; 10:30 a.m.
• Retirement Consultation: TIAA-CREF; 11 a.m.

28 SATURDAY
• Retirement Consultation: MetLife; 10:30 a.m.
• Retirement Consultation: TIAA-CREF; 11 a.m.

29 SUNDAY
• Retirement Consultation: MetLife; 10:30 a.m.

5-11 THURSDAY
• Retirement Consultation: MetLife; 10:30 a.m.

5-12 FRIDAY
• Retirement Consultation: MetLife; 10:30 a.m.

5-13 SATURDAY
• Retirement Consultation: MetLife; 10:30 a.m.

5-14 SUNDAY
• Retirement Consultation: MetLife; 10:30 a.m.

5-15 MONDAY
• Retirement Consultation: MetLife; 10:30 a.m.

5-16 TUESDAY
• Retirement Consultation: MetLife; 10:30 a.m.

5-17 WEDNESDAY
• Retirement Consultation: MetLife; 10:30 a.m.

5-18 THURSDAY
• Retirement Consultation: MetLife; 10:30 a.m.

5-19 FRIDAY
• Retirement Consultation: MetLife; 10:30 a.m.